Dissociation between complete hippocampal context memory formation and context fear acquisition
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Rodents require a minimal time period to explore a context prior to footshock to display plateau-level context fear at test. To investigate whether this rapid fear plateau reflects complete memory formation within that short time-frame, we used the immediate-early gene product Arc as an indicator of hippocampal context memory formation-related activity. We found that hippocampal Arc expression continued to increase well past the minimal time required for plateau-level fear. This raises the possibility that context fear conditioning occurs more rapidly than complete memory formation. Thus, animals may be able to condition robustly to both complete and incomplete contextual representations.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Rodents returned to a context in which they previously received footshock display fear proportional to the time they spent in that context prior to shock. When given 0–5 sec between placement in the context and shock (placement shock interval; PSI), rodents show little or no fear at test, as measured by context-evoked freezing (Fanselow 1986, 1990; Kiernan and Westbrook 1993). This is thought to occur because context encoding requires time, and inadequate time prevents formation of a contextual memory that can be associated with shock (Fanselow 1990). However, as PSI is extended, animals show a rapid fear increment that reaches plateau at 30–40 sec PSIs (Fanselow 1990; Bevins and Ayres 1995; Wiltgen et al. 2001). This rapid conditioning is thought to reflect formation of a contextual representation adequate for association with shock (Fanselow 1990). However, the nature of this representation and whether it continues to improve past the point at which robust conditioning is supported remains unclear.

One possibility is that the fear plateau reflects complete memory formation within 30–40 sec. Thus, the contextual representation does not improve when the PSI is extended further, resulting in no additional increase in conditional fear. Alternatively, consistent with findings that context memory formation and context-shock association are anatomically separable (Huff and Rudy 2004; Matus-Amat et al. 2004), the fear plateau could reflect a rapid conditioning system that is dissociable from context memory acquisition per se. On this account, animals continue to gradually improve the contextual representation as the PSI extends beyond 30–40 sec. However, they do not require a complete contextual representation to support robust conditioning. Thus, animals can condition robustly to both complete and incomplete representations depending on PSI.

One way to begin delineating between these possibilities is to investigate the extent of hippocampal immediate-early gene (IEG) expression after PSIs longer than 30–40 sec. Hippocampal IEGs such as activity regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein (Arc) are intimately linked to neural activity and both signal and are required for development of behaviorally relevant context memories (Guzowski et al. 1999; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski 2004; Plath et al. 2006; Messaoudi et al. 2007; Denny et al. 2014). Thus, assessing whether hippocampal IEG expression continues to increase at PSIs longer than 30–40 sec can provide the first step to determining whether animals continue to improve their contextual representation past that point.

To begin exploring this question, we first aimed to establish the relationship between PSI and conditional freezing. Groups of mice were conditioned using 0, 10, 30, 60, 180, or 720 sec PSIs (n = 12 per group). A separate control group was exposed to the fear conditioning chamber for 720 sec but did not receive shock (n = 8 per group). Twenty-four hours later, all groups were returned to the context for 15 min without shock. See Supplemental Methods for full details of behavioral procedures.

Freezing at all PSIs was maximal during the first 3 min of test, declined between minutes 4–6, then remained at a low level for the rest of the session. However, PSI affected both overall freezing and the rate of freezing decline across the session (Fig. 1A). Confirming these observations, there was a main effect of PSI on total conditional freezing (F1,73 = 31.064, P < 0.001). Further, linear trend analysis showed a significant freezing decrement across the 15 min of test (F1,73 = 324.781, P < 0.001), which differed significantly across PSI (F6,73 = 89.387, P < 0.001). Importantly, visual inspection revealed that freezing was centered around the beginning of the session and not around the timing of shock, suggesting animals conditioned to the context and not the shock timing.

To more comprehensively assess the effect of PSI on freezing, we compared the means of the first 3 min for each group, as each group showed its respective maximal freezing during this portion of the test (Fig. 1B). An overall ANOVA confirmed that freezing was affected by PSI (F1,63 = 41.79, P < 0.001). Post hoc comparisons confirmed that freezing was greater in the 30, 60, 180, and 720 sec PSIs relative to the no-shock, 0 or 10 sec PSIs (P < 0.001 for all comparisons). Further, freezing levels began to plateau at the 30 sec PSI and post hoc comparisons revealed no significant differences.
learning-related markers of plasticity. To achieve this, we conditioned animals using a 30, 180, or 720 sec PSI, which were the shortest, intermediate, and longest PSIs to produce robust freezing. We then collected the hippocampus, a region critical for formation and consolidation of context memory, either immediately or up to 360 min thereafter (n = 10–12 per group). As a control, we also collected the hippocampus from mice housed with the test animals but that did not receive context or shock exposure (naive). After collection, the hippocampus was dissected further into CA1 and DG/CA3 hippocampal fractions, as these have distinct roles in memory formation and context encoding (Lee et al. 2004; Vazdarjanova and Guzowski 2004; Leutgeb et al. 2004). Finally, both fractions were probed for Arc protein using Western blotting (Supplemental Methods).

We first investigated the time-course of Arc expression at each PSI. To achieve this, we used an overall ANOVA on each fraction at each PSI and then performed post hoc tests comparing each time-point to naives, which acted as the baseline. At the 30 sec PSI, the DG/CA3 fraction showed a main effect of PSI on Arc expression (F(5,65) = 4.575, P < 0.01, Fig. 2B). Arc was increased at 60 min post-conditioning (P < 0.01), and returned to baseline by 120 min post-conditioning. Interestingly, within the CA1 fraction of the same animals, there were no significant changes in Arc expression at any time point (F(5,65) = 1.527, P > 0.05, Fig. 2C). Thus, Arc expression was briefly increased in DG/CA3 but not CA1 at this short PSI.

In contrast, at the 180 sec PSI, there was a main effect of PSI in both DG/CA3 (F(5,60) = 23.14, P < 0.001, Fig. 2D) and CA1 (F(5,60) = 7.573, P < 0.001, Fig. 2E). Arc was increased at 60 min and 120 min post-conditioning in both fractions (P < 0.05 for all comparisons), and returned to baseline by 240 min post-conditioning. Thus, this longer PSI resulted in a more sustained increase in Arc expression in both hippocampal regions.

Finally, at the 720 sec PSI, there was a main effect of PSI in both the DG/CA3 (F(5,64) = 31.53, P < 0.001, Fig. 2F) and the CA1 (F(5,64) = 17.50, P < 0.001, Fig. 2G). In the DG/CA3 fraction, Arc was increased at 60 min post-conditioning and remained above baseline at 120 min, 240 min, and 360 min post-conditioning (P < 0.05 in all cases). In the CA1 fraction, Arc was significantly increased at 60 min and 120 min post-conditioning (P < 0.01 in both cases), before returning to baseline by 240 min post-conditioning. This indicates that both the duration and regional activation of the hippocampus continues to increase well beyond the point at which mice become robustly conditioned.

Examination of the time-courses in Figure 2 suggested that PSI might also affect maximal Arc levels. To directly test this possibility, we conditioned a new cohort of animals and collected tissue at 60 min thereafter, as 60 min appeared to result in maximal Arc levels at all PSIs. Arc levels were then compared directly across PSI and relative to naives (n = 11 per group; Fig. 3A).

As expected, there were main effects of PSI on Arc levels in both the CA1 (F(3,41) = 13.15, P < 0.001) and the DG/CA3 (F(3,41) = 26.97, P < 0.001). As in our previous blots, Arc was increased in the DG/CA3 fraction at all PSIs (P < 0.001 for all comparisons; Fig. 3B,C). Further, in the CA1 fraction, the 180 and 720 sec PSIs showed significant Arc increases (P < 0.001 for both comparisons) whereas the 30 sec PSI did not (P > 0.05, Fig. 3C). Most importantly, comparison across PSIs revealed a step-wise increase in Arc expression, with the 720 sec PSI showing significantly higher Arc than the 30 sec PSI in both fractions (P < 0.01 for both comparisons) and the 180 sec PSI showing an intermediate level of Arc in both fractions that was not significantly different to either the 30 or 720 sec PSIs (P > 0.05 for all comparisons; Fig. 3B,C). All together, these results indicate that the duration and magnitude of regional hippocampal Arc expression continues to increase well after the minimal PSI at which conditioning is robustly supported.
Previous work has established a relationship between hippocampal Arc and PSI by comparing long versus very short PSIs where conditioning was or was not supported, respectively (Huff et al. 2006; Lonergan et al. 2010; Nakayama et al. 2015). Confirming and expanding on this work, we found that Arc expression continues to increase even after the point at which animals establish strong conditioning. Our findings contrast with those of Pevzner et al. (2012), who found that the number of Arc mRNA-expressing hippocampal cells was similar after 30 and 300 sec context exposures, suggesting that Arc levels peak after 30 sec. This apparent contradiction could have arisen because 300 sec was insufficient to detect the later Arc increment we found at the 720 sec PSI, or because the pattern of Arc mRNA and protein expression differs, as illustrated in other learning-related conditions (Kelly and Deadwyler 2003; McIntyre et al. 2005). Alternatively, given that individual cells can up-regulate protein expression to different levels, the number of Arc expressing cells could have reached asymptote within 30 sec while still permitting Arc protein increases as PSI was extended. Thus, taken together, our findings and those of Pevzner et al. (2012) may be complementary rather than contradictory and could be informative of Arc biology in the setting of context learning.

What might the continuing Arc increase across PSI signify? Although Arc is required for long-term synaptic plasticity (Plath et al. 2006; Messaoudi et al. 2007), its expression is not always related to the level of learning (Kelly and Deadwyler 2003; Guzowski et al. 2006). Further, Arc has been linked to memory processes other than initial learning, including retrieval (Figge et al. 2013) and reconsolidation (Maddox and Schafe 2011). Thus, the function of Arc is likely to be complex and broad-reaching. Nonetheless, in the setting of context fear conditioning, up-regulation of Arc expression both correlates with and is required for formation of behaviorally detectable contextual fear memory (Guzowski et al. 1999; Czerniawski et al. 2011; Nakayama et al. 2015). Thus, Arc is likely to play an important role in aspects of context memory required for long-term expression such as stabilization, consolidation, or retrievability. By extension, the Arc increase we detected across the longer PSIs could reflect continuing improvement in these aspects of memory well into the session.

Alternatively, the continuing Arc increase could reflect further encoding of some aspect of the experience across the session. In our hands, animals showed maximal fear at the beginning of the session rather than around the timing of shock, so the Arc increase is unlikely to have occurred due to encoding of the different timings of shock. Further, it is unclear why Arc should continually increase if it simply encoded the duration of the session. Rather, given that context encoding depends on the hippocampus and relies on time-dependent processes such as environmental exploration and configural unification (Fanselow 2000), it is possible that the Arc increase reflects continuing encoding of the context itself.
If the continuing Arc increase does indeed reflect improvement in some aspect of context memory across the session, it follows that memories formed after long PSIs are more complete than those formed after short PSIs. If this is true, then the ability of animals to condition following both short and long PSIs may mean that representation completeness is not required for successful conditioning. This feature could be adaptively important, allowing animals to condition more rapidly and across a wider range of session durations and learning circumstances.

The pattern of hippocampal activation observed in this study broadly agrees with this conclusion and with models of hippocampal context learning. The DG and CA3 are thought to play a crucial role in rapid acquisition of context memory, with the DG imposing a distinct firing pattern on the CA3 and the latter forming an auto-associative network through the extensive collaterals present in that region (Marr 1971; O’Reilly and Rudy 2001; Krasne et al. 2015). The CA1, on the other hand, is not completely understood, but is thought to play a role in a variety of both essential and modular functions including memory consolidation (Remondes and Schuman 2004), generalization (Basu et al. 2016), comparison (Chen et al. 2011; Duncan et al. 2012), and encoding of specific items and their inter-relationship within the context (Lee et al. 2005; Griffin et al. 2007; Greene et al. 2013). Our findings that the DG/CA3 is more rapidly engaged than the CA1 therefore agree with previous work (Miyashita et al. 2009, Pevzner et al. 2012) and are consistent with the idea that the DG and CA3 lay down the initial memory framework that supports rapid conditioning (McHugh et al. 2007, McHugh and Tonegawa 2009) and that all regions subsequently expand upon this framework to create a more comprehensive representation as the session continues. Further, our findings are consistent with the idea of the DG as a regulatory gate that supports downstream activation of the CA1 and CA3 only after repeated stimulation (Hsu 2007).

Overall, our findings provide reason to believe that context fear conditioning occurs more rapidly than complete acquisition of all aspects of context memory. Thus, the level of conditioning in a given situation need not reflect the level of memory completeness, and this should be borne in mind in studies of context fear memory. Further, the idea that incomplete representations can be robustly conditioned may be informative for disorders of memory. Short PSIs that putatively produce incomplete but conditionable memories result in fear generalization to similar contexts (Westbrook et al. 1994). Since memory-related disorders such as panic disorder (Lissek et al. 2010), post-traumatic stress disorder (Lissek and van Meurs 2015), and generalized anxiety disorder (Lissek et al. 2014) often involve similar generalization, it is possible their underlying mechanism includes incomplete initial memory formation. Future studies can investigate these possibilities and further explore the consequences of incomplete memory acquisition for both emotion and behavior.
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